
Corporate Traveller 15.6" Topload Laptop Case - Black
CUCT02UA15EU

Description
The 15.6” Corporate Traveler Briefcase is designed for the traveling business professional. Features a convenient trolley strap for effortless
attachment to your rolling luggage. Made with durable military-grade ballistic nylon and a state-of-the-art SafePort® x D3O protection system to
help prevent drop and side-impact damage, you can rest assured your devices are protected.

The case features a dedicated file section, zip-down workstation with business card holder, pen loops, key clip, and multiple accessory
compartments to keep items organized. For added comfort, the case includes a shock-absorbing neoprene Equalizer shoulder strap with non-
slip coating to keep the pad in place on either shoulder. This briefcase is designed to expedite your airport security experience and withstand
the wear and tear of everyday business travel.

Sturdy and Secure

Engineered with an advanced SafePort® x D3O® protection system on the base and sides of the laptop compartment, the shock absorbing
polymer material offers our thinnest and most advanced protection against impact. D3O® materials are made using a combination of advanced
polymer chemistry and cutting-edge design. Soft and flexible, D3O® absorbs and dissipates energy during an impact, dramatically reducing the
amount of force transmitted to the laptop during a drop or fall.

Intuitive Organization

With a tablet compartment, convertible file organizer, and zippered side pocket, this briefcase is incredibly organized so that finding your pens,
phone, and travel docs is quick and easy.

Contoured Comfort

This case is made for comfort. Thanks to a non-slip coating on the adjustable Equalizer shoulder strap, the briefcase stays put while you’re
walking through the airport or on public transit. Contoured and padded, it’s shock-resistant and is made to bear the brunt of your gear’s weight.

Features
• State-of-the-art SafePort® x D3O® drop and side protection

• Zip-down workstation and stand-alone accessory pouch organizes
your gear

• Equalizer shoulder strap contours to either shoulder and absorbs
shocks

• Easily attaches to rolling luggage with trolley strap

• Magnetic carry handles make for a comfortable carry



Specifications
Colour Black
Compatibility Up to 15.6" laptops
Warranty Limited Lifetime Warranty
Material Nylon
Laptop Compartment Dimensions 38.7 x 2.5 x 26.5 cm
Exterior Dimensions 44.2 x 14 x 36.8 cm
Weight 1.38 kg
Country of Origin China
EAN Barcode 5024442898600
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• Durable 1680D military-grade ballistic nylon is water- and wear-
resistant

• Lockable zipper pulls to secure your gear


